The fielcl of sonoluminescence:
SINGLE-AND MULTI-BUBBLE SONOLUMINESCENCE
Sonoluminescence, the generation of light from sound by means of cavitation, has been known for a long time in the form of multi-bubble sonolurninescence (hfBSL, see Fig. 1 ), but has never been really understood due to the complex nature of the intera(:t,ing multi-particle system involved. TIIP discovery of single-bubble sonoluminescence (SBSL) has made possible the study of light emission from single! stably oscillating cavitation bubbles, driven by an ultr~onic field, under controlled experimental conditions (1). This intriguing phenomenon has spurred great experimental activity and much theoretical speculation recently to elucidate its hydrodynarnica] aspects and the mechanism of light emission, In particular, the conditions for stable trapping and luminescence have been est ab]ished by means of phase diagrams (3) which compare reasonably well with theoretical predictions based on shape stability analysis and diffusive cq(l ilibrium (4). It was discovered that bubble stability and light emission depend sensitively on system parameters, in particular driving pressure, noble gas content and temperature (5). SBSL light turns out to have remarkable characteristics. It consists of very short pulses of 60-250 ps duration (6), emitted in precise synchrony with the acoustic field upon collapse of the oscillating bubble. It has a broadband spectrum compatible with high-temperature (20000-50000 1{) blackbody or Bremsst rahlung radiation (7). The violent collapse of sonoluminescing bubbles is accompanied by shock wave emission. This fact is illustrated by Fig. 2 which shows the outgoing shock wave of a sonoluminescing bubble shortly after collapse ancl gives evidence for the spherical symmetry of the process.
There exist quite a number of different theories on the origin of SBSL emission, the by now most popular being the shork wave theory, It states that, upon bubble collapse a spherical shock wave is launched into the interior of the bubble, converging to the center and generating a very hot and partially ionized plasma kernel responsible for the light emission. There are, however, alternative theories which assume, for example, aspherical collapse and jet formation (8). .4lSO, there are differences between SBSL and hIBSL emission, e.g. in achieved temperature and light yield, which were attributed to spherical vs. aspherical collapse modes in the two distinct environments (9),
FEW-BUBBLE LUMINESCENCE AND BUBBLE INTERACTIONS
To assess the valiclitv of current models of bubble luminescence and to study the influence of various parameters further experimental work is mandatory.
For this purpose, trapped bubbles make an icleal laboratory not, only for the study of single bubbles but also for systems of few bubbles interacting by their acoustic emission (Fig. 3) , \Vith trapped bubbles, however, only a fraction of the parameter space (gas concentration, acoustic driving, chemical composition, etc.) is available in an experiment. due to the limitations imposed by stable diffusive equilibrium. 
OPTIC CAVITATION BUBBLE LUMINESCENCE
Here, opt ic cavitation (10) offers a promising experimental approach for the exploration of bubble luminescence in parameter ranges and under experimental conditions not accessible otherwise. For example, the role of sphericity of collapse on light emission could be studied by this method; the results are presented in an accompanying paper (11). These findings corroborate the view that spherical collapse is a vital prerequisite for SBSI. (compare Fig. 2 ). There are many other problems in bubble luminescence ancl also in sonochenlistry for which optic cavitation is a very suitable tool of iuvcstigation.
